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Abstrat: We are interested here in a birth-and-growth proess where germs
are born aording to a Poisson point proess with invariant under translation
in spae intensity measure. The germs an be born in free spae and then start
growing until oupying the available spae. In order to onsider various way of
growing, we desribe the rystals at eah time through their geometrial prop-
erties. In this general framework, the rystallization proess an be araterized
by the random eld giving for a point in the spae state the rst time this point
is reahed by a rystal. We prove under general onditions that this random
eld is mixing in the sens of ergodi theory and obtain estimates for the oe-
ient of absolute regularity.
Key-words: Crystallization pro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1 Introdution
The rystallization proess we onsider here deals with germs g = (xg, tg) that
appear at random times tg on random loations xg. The born proess N is a
Poisson point proess on R
d × R+ with intensity measure denoted by Λ. One
the germs or ristallization enters are born, rystals are allowed to grow if their
loation is not still oupied by another rystal and when two rystals meet the
growth stops a meeting points. There are then many ways to desribe rystal
expansion. The rst approah is to onsider the random sets (alled rystal-
lization state) that orresponds to the fration of spae oupied by rystals
at a given time. In this ase, rystallization is studied through the theory of
set-valued proesses. Another way to desribe rystal growth is to dedue the
expression of the speed growth from harateristi loal media properties of the
state spae. One an also onsider for a germ g ∈ Rd × R+ and a point x ∈ Rd
the time Ag(x) at whih x is reahed by the free rystal assoiated to the germ
g. The rystallization proess is then araterized by the following random eld
ξ giving for a loation x ∈ Rd its rystallization time ξ(x):
ξ(x) = inf
g∈N
Ag(x). (1)
We adopt in this paper the last denition and study the rystallization proess
througth the random eld ξ.
This model was introdued by Kolmogorov [3℄ and independently by Johnson
& Mehl [1℄, and intensively studied by many authors. We mention here only
a few number of papers whih represent the main approahes and where one
an nd an exhaustive liste of referenes : Møller [5℄, [6℄, and also Miheletti &
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Capasso [2℄. A very large part of these investigations deals with the geometrial
struture of the mosai one all the germs have nished their growth. Here,
we are rather interested in estimation problems (suh as the estimation of the
parameters of the intensity measure Λ or other funtionals like the number
of rystals in the limit mosai) in the ase when only one realisation an be
observed on a suiently large domain ompared to the mean size of rystals.
Naturally, we suppose that the rystallisation proess is spae homogeneous.
More preisely, we assume that the intensity measure is dened as follows,
Λ = λd ×m, (2)
where λd is the Lebesgue measure on Rd and m is a measure on R+ nite on
bounded Borelians.
This artile is mainly devoted to ergodi properties of the random eld
ξ(x)x∈Rd dened by (1) whih deliver a solid base for eient estimation of
parameters of the model and subsequent appliation to the study of its asymp-
totial normality. Under the above hypothesis and rather general onditions
on growth speed and geometrial shape of rystals, we demonstrate that the
random eld ξ is mixing in the sens of the ergodi theory. Moreover, under
some additional assumptions, we obtain estimates of the absolute regularity
oeient of ξ.
The statistial appliation represents de seond part of our work and will be
published elsewhere.
2 Assumptions on the birth-and-growth proess
2.1 The birth proess
Germs are born aording to a Poisson point proess on E = Rd × R+ denoted
by N . Thus, a germ is a random point g = (xg, tg) in Rd ×R+, where xg is the
loation in the growing spae R
d
and tg is the time of birth on the time axes
R
+
. We suppose that the intensity measure Λ of N is the produt (2) of the
Lebesgue measure λd on Rd and a measure m on R+ suh that m([0, a]) < ∞
for all a > 0. The most interesting ases to be onsidered (see [4℄) are for a
disret measure m or when m(dt) = αtβ−1λ(dt) with α > 0 and β > 0.
Sine the Lebesgue measure is invariant by the translations on R
d
, we derive
that N is spae homogeneous. So we are led to onsider only sets around the
origine. In partiular, we introdue for a time t, the ausal one:
Kt = {g ∈ E |Ag(0) ≤ t} (3)
whih onsists of all the possible germs that are able to reah the origine before
time t. The measure Λ(Kt) of the ausal one Kt is denoted by F (t).
2.2 Expansion of rystals
We all free rystal a rystal whih is born in a fration of spae non-oupied
by other rystals at the time of its birth. We assoiate to eah germ g in E a
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funtion Ag:
Ag : R
d → R+
x 7→ Ag(x) (4)
where Ag(x) is the time when x is reahed by the rystal assumed to be free
and assoiated to the germ g. Consequently, at time t a free rystal is dened
by the set
Cg(t) = {x |Ag(x) ≤ t}. (5)
In the following, we make several assumptions on the free rystals family
{Cg, g ∈ N} and the funtions family {Ag, g ∈ N}. We also speify when
neessary the link between assumptions and rystal growth.
1) ∀ g = (xg , tg) ∈ E, Ag(x) = A(0,tg)(x− xg) ∀x ∈ Rd.
Crystal growth is spae homogeneous. This assumption implies that for all
germ g = (xg, tg),
Cg(t) = C(0,tg)(t) + xg ∀ t ∈ R+.
2) ∀ g = (xg , tg) ∈ E, Ag(xg) = tg and Ag(x) ≥ tg ∀x ∈ Rd.
A rystal an only reah a point x after its birth.
3) The free rystals Cg(t) are bounded, onvex sets and the family (Cg(t))t∈R+
is inreasing that means
Cg(s) ⊂ Cg(t) ∀ 0 ≤ s < t.
4) The funtions x 7→ Ag(x) are ontinuous.
Thus, rystals grow in eah spae diretion and without any jump so that
∂Cg(t) = {x |Ag(x) = t}.
5) There exists M > 0 suh that ∀ tg ∈ R+ we have
A(0,tg)(x) ≥ tg +
1
M
|x| ∀x ∈ Rd.
The growth speed is then bounded by the onstant M .
6) ∀ g = (0, tg), ∀ r > 0, ∃ t > 0 suh that
Cg(t) ⊃ B(0, r) = {x ∈ Rd | |x| ≤ r}.
A free rystal grows in eah diretion and never denitively stops growing.
7) If Lg = {(x, t) |Ag(x) ≤ t} denotes the epigraph of Ag, then ∀ g1 ∈ Lg,
Ag(x) ≤ Ag1 (x) ∀x ∈ Rd.
This means that a rystal born inside Lg never exits.
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When d = 1, we introdue for eah germ g the restritions A+g , A
−
g of Ag respe-
tively to [xg,+∞), (−∞, xg] and onsider when neessary a stronger version of
Assumption 7):
7a) ∀g1 ∈ E, ∀g2 ∈ E, if for some x0 ≥ xg , A+g1(x0) ≥ Ag2 (x0) then
Ag1(x) ≥ Ag2(x) ∀x ≥ x0
and if for x1 ≤ xg , A−g1(x1) ≥ Ag2 (x1) then
Ag1(x) ≥ Ag2(x) ∀x ≤ x1.
Some remarks an be made on a part of these assumptions.
Remark 1. The assumption 3) implies that for all 0 < s < t,
Cg(s) ⊂ [Cg(t)]◦.
Indeed, if there exists x ∈ ∂Cg(t) ∩ Cg(s), then we should haveAg(x) = t and
Ag(x) ≤ s. But, this annot our.
Remark 2. Let g = (0, tg) be a germ. Observe that,
sup
|x|≤r
Ag(x) = sup
|x|=r
Ag(x).
If xg satises |xg | = r and tg = Ag(xg) = sup|x|=rAg(x) then Cg(tg) ontain
all the points x suh that |x| = r and by onvexity (assumption 3)), we obtain
that Cg(tg) ⊃ B(0, r).
Remark 3. The funtion r 7→Mg(r) = sup|x|=r Ag(x) is inreasing on R+ and
lim
r→∞Mg(r) = +∞.
To prove the rst assertion, let us onsider 0 ≤ r0 < r1 and (xg, tg) ∈ Rd × R+
suh that |xg| = r0 and tg = Ag(xg) = Mg(r0). Then, xg ∈ ∂Cg(tg) and
by onvexity, Cg(tg) ⊃ B(0, r0). If Mg(r1) = Mg(r0), B(0, r1) would also be
inluded in Cg(tg) and xg would be inside [Cg(tg)]
◦
. But, this is impossible.
For the seond point, the assumption 5) implies that
A(0,tg)(x) ≥ tg +
1
M
|x|
and
Mg(r) ≥ tg + r
M
.
Thus, limr→∞Mg(r) = +∞.
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To obtain the absolute regularity property of ξ when d is greater or equal
to 2, we add two other assumptions. Let us introdue some denitions before
stating the assumptions. For a germ g = (xg , tg) and the assoiated free rystal
Cg(t) at time t, we all interior diameter and write dg(t) the diameter of
the greatest ball entered in xg and inluded in Cg(t). In the same way, Dg(t)
named the exterior diameter denotes the diameter of the smallest ball entered
in xg ontaining Cg(t). From the preeding assumptions, we dedue that for
any germe g ∈ E, the funtions t 7→ dg(t) and t 7→ Dg(t) are ontinuous and for
all t ∈ R+, we have dg(t) ≤ Dg(t). The additional assumptions are the following
ones:
8) ∃A > 0 suh that ∀ g ∈ E, ∀ t ∈ R+,
1
A
Dg(t) ≤ dg(t).
This assumption ensure that free rystals have non-degenerated shapes.
9) ∀g = (xg , tg) ∈ E, the funtion t 7→ Dg(t) is subadditive:
Dg(t+ h) ≤ Dg(t) +D(0,t)(h) ∀ t ≥ tg, ∀h ≥ 0.
We give now an example that satises all the assumptions from 1) to 9).
Example 1. For any germ g = (xg , tg), we suppose that the rystal at time
t ≥ tg is as follows:
Cg(t) = xg + [V (t)− V (tg)]K,
where K is a onvex ompat set suh that 0 ∈ K◦ and the funtion t 7→ V (t)
represents the distane ahieved with funtion speed t 7→ v(t). We assume that
v is positive almost everywhere. Moreover, we suppose that V is absolutely
ontinuous:
V (t) =
∫ t
0
v(s)ds ∀t ∈ R+
and suh that for all t ≥ 0, h > 0,
V (t+ h)− V (t) > 0.
Observe that
Cg(t+ h) = Cg(t)  [V (t+ h)− V (t)]K
where  represents here the Minkowski summation of two sets A and B:
AB = {x+ y |x ∈ A, y ∈ B}.
Now, we denote by px,K the norm of the intersetion point between ∂K and
the line (0, x). Then, a point x is reahed at time t by the rystal born in xg at
time tg if
(V (t)− V (tg))px−xg,K = |x− xg|. (6)
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As V is invertible,
t = Ag(x) = V
−1
( |x− xg|
px−xg,K
+ V (tg)
)
.
Thus, all the assumptions 1) to 9) exept assumption 5) are satised in this
example. For the last assumption, we an suppose for example that v is bounded,
v(s) ≤ L.
We an take xg = 0. As K is ompat, there exists a onstant C suh that
px,K ≤ C for all x. From (6) we get
|x| = (V (t)− V (tg))px,K ≤ LC(Ag(x)− tg),
whih gives assumption 5) with the onstant M = LC.
Note that if K = B(0, 1) and v(t) = c, this example orresponds to the
linear homogeneous expansion in all diretions.
3 Mixing property
We assume without loss of generality that the random eld ξ = (ξ(x))x∈Rd
dened by (1) is a anonial random eld on (Ω,F ,P). Namely, we suppose
that Ω = RT with T = Rd, F is the σ-algebra generated by the ylinders and
P is the distribution of ξ so that for all ω ∈ Ω, ξ(x, ω) = ω(x). As Lebesque
measure λd on Rd is invariant by the translations on Rd, we dedue that ξ is
homogeneous. This means that P is invariant by the translations
Sh(ω)(x) = ω(x+ h), h ∈ Rd.
We preise here what we all a mixing random eld.
Denition 1. A random eld ξ = (ξ(x))x∈Rd is mixing if for all A, B ∈ F ,
P(A ∩ S−1h (B)) −−−−→|h|→∞ P(A)P(B). (7)
Remark 4. We note here that if a random eld is mixing in the sense of De-
nition 1, then the random eld is also egodi.
To prove that a random eld is mixing, it is suient to verify Condition (7)
for ylinders and establish the following ondition
∀x1, . . . , xk ∈ Rd, ∀y1, . . . , ym ∈ Rd, ∀E1 ∈ Bk, ∀E2 ∈ Bm,
P {(ξ(x1), . . . , ξ(xk)) ∈ E1, (ξ(y1), . . . , ξ(ym)) ∈ E2}
−−−−→
|h|→∞
P {(ξ(x1), . . . , ξ(xk)) ∈ E1}P {(ξ(y1), . . . , ξ(ym)) ∈ E2}
(8)
where Bk (respetively Bm) is the k-dimentional (respetively m-dimentional)
Borelian σ-eld.
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Theorem 1. (d ≥ 1) Under assumtions 1) to 7), the random eld ξ = (ξ(x))x∈Rd
dened by (1) is mixing.
To demonstrate Theorem 1, we need three auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 1. If A1, A2, B1 and B2, are four events, then
(i) |P(A1)− P(A2)| ≤ P(A1△A2),
(ii) |P(A1 ∩B1)− P(A2 ∩B2)| ≤ P(A1△A2) + P(B1△B2),
where for two events A and B, A△B = (A ∩Bc) ∪ (Ac ∩B).
Proof. Elementary. ✷
Now, for all h ∈ Rd and r ≥ 0, we dene new random elds to approximate ξ(·)
and its translations ξ(·+ h):
ξhr (x) = inf
g ∈ N
|xg − h| ≤ r
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd.
Lemma 2. Let H(R) = M(0,R)(R) with Mg(r) dened in Remark 3. Under
Assumptions 1) to 7), we have for all h ∈ Rd,
P
(
ξ(x+ h) = ξh(M+1)H(R)(x), |x| ≤ R
)
≥ 1− e−F (R)
where M is the onstant of Assumption 5) and F (R) is the measure of the ausal
one KR dened by relation (3).
Proof. As N is spae homogeneous,
P
(
ξ(x+ h) = ξh(M+1)H(R)(x), |x| ≤ R
)
= P
(
ξ(x) = ξ0(M+1)H(R)(x), |x| ≤ R
)
and it is then suient to demonstrate Lemma 2 for h = 0. First, observe that
Assumption 7) implies that
{ξ(0) ≤ R} ⊂
{
sup
|x|≤R
ξ(x) ≤ H(R)
}
.
Now, let us prove that{
sup
|x|≤R
ξ(x) ≤ H(R)
}
⊂ {ξ(x) = ξ0R+MH(R)(x), |x| ≤ R}. (9)
To prove (9), note that Assumptions 1) and 5) imply that for all germ g,
Ag(x) ≥ tg + |x− xg|
M
∀x ∈ Rd.
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In partiular, for germs g suh that |xg| > R +MH(R), we dedue that
Ag(x) > H(R) ∀x ∈ Rd, |x| ≤ R.
Hene, for all x suh that |x| ≤ R,
inf
g ∈ N
|xg| > R +MH(R)
Ag(x) > H(R) ≥ ξ(x)
and (9) follows. On the other and, for 0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2
ξ(x) ≤ ξ0r2(x) ≤ ξ0r1(x) ∀x ∈ Rd.
From Assumption 2), remark that R ≤ H(R) and dedue that
{ξ(x) = ξR+MH(R)(x), |x| ≤ R} ⊂ {ξ(x) = ξ(M+1)H(R)(x), |x| ≤ R}.
Finally, we obtain that
P
{
ξ(x) = ξ(M+1)H(R)(x), |x| ≤ R
} ≥ P {ξ(0) ≤ R}
and
P {ξ(0) ≤ R} = P {N ∩KR 6= ∅} .
But,
P {N ∩KR 6= ∅} = 1− e−Λ(KR). ✷
Lemma 3. Assumptions 1) and 6) imply that
F (R) = Λ(KR) −−−−→
R→∞
∞.
Proof. The assumptions 1) and 6) imply that for all germ g ∈ E, there exists
R > 0 suh that g ∈ KR or equivalently suh that 0 belongs to the rystal
Cg(R). But, ⋃
R≥0
KR = E
and sine Λ(E) = +∞, the result follows. ✷
We ome bak to the demonstration of Theorem 1.
Proof. For (x1, . . . , xk) in E
k
, (y1, . . . , ym) in E
m
, E1 in Bk and E2 ∈ Bm, we
dene the sets:
A = {(ξ(x1), . . . , ξ(xk)) ∈ E1},
B = {(ξ(y1), . . . , ξ(ym)) ∈ E2},
Bh = {(ξ(y1 + h), . . . , ξ(ym + h)) ∈ E2}.
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Let us dene r = max{|xi|, i = 1 . . . k; |yj |, j = 1 . . .m} and onsider a positive
real number ǫ. From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we nd R > r suh that
P
{
ξ(x) = ξ0(M+1)H(R)(x), |x| ≤ R
}
≥ 1− ǫ.
Let us now introdue h ∈ Rd suh that |h| > 2R1, where R1 = (M + 1)H(R).
We also dene some other sets:
A˜ = {(ξ0R1(x1), . . . , ξ0R1(xk)) ∈ E1},
B˜ = {(ξ0R1(y1), . . . , ξ0R1(ym)) ∈ E2},
B˜h = {(ξhR1(y1), . . . , ξhR1(ym)) ∈ E2}.
Lemma 1 (ii) leads to the following inequality:
|P(A ∩Bh)− P(A˜ ∩ B˜h)| ≤ P(A△A˜) + P(Bh△B˜h).
We introdue the set D = {ξ(x) = ξ0R1(x), |x| ≤ R} and obtain by Lemma 2
that
P(A△A˜) = P((A△A˜) ∩D) + P((A△A˜) ∩Dc)
= P((A△A˜) ∩Dc)
≤ P(Dc)
≤ ǫ.
If we introdue the set Dh = {ξ(x + h) = ξhR1(x), |x| ≤ R} in plae of D, we
obtain by the same arguments that
P(Bh△B˜h) ≤ ǫ.
These two inequalities imply that
|P(A ∩Bh)− P(A˜ ∩ B˜h)| ≤ 2ǫ. (10)
On the other hand, the events A˜ and B˜h are independent beause |h| > 2R1.
Thus,
P(A˜ ∩ B˜h) = P(A˜)P(B˜h)
and by spae homogeneity of N , P(B˜h) = P(B˜) so that
P(A˜ ∩ B˜h) = P(A˜)P(B˜). (11)
Moreover, by Lemma 1 (i)
|P(A)P(B) − P(A˜)P(B˜)| ≤ |P(A)− P(A˜)|+ |P(B)− P(B˜)|
≤ P(A△A˜) + P(B△B˜).
and Lemma 2 implies that
|P(A)P(B)− P(A˜)P(B˜)| ≤ 2ǫ. (12)
Inequalities (10), (12) and relation (11) imply that for all h ∈ Rd suh that
|h| > 2R1,
|P(A ∩Bh)− P(A)P(B)| ≤ 4ǫ
and Theorem 1 is then proved. ✷
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4 Absolute regularity
4.1 General denitions
For a subset T of Rd, we denote by FT the σ-eld generated by the random
variables ξ(x) for all x in T . Now, onsider two disjoint sets T1 and T2 in R
d
and
dene the absolute regularity oeient for the σ-elds FT1 and FT2 as follows:
β(T1, T2) = ‖PT1∪T2 − PT1 × PT2‖var,
where ‖µ‖var is the total variation norm of a signed measure µ and PT is
the distribution of the restrition ξ|T in the set C(T ) of ontinuous real-valued
funtions dened on T. If T1 ∩ T2 = ∅, note that C(T1 ∪ T2) is anonially
identied to C(T1)× C(T2).
The strong mixing oeient is dened as follows,
α(T1, T2) = sup
A ∈ FT1
B ∈ FT2
|P(A ∩B)− P(A)P(B)|
The proess ξ is said to be absolutely regular (α-mixing) if the absolute
regularity oeient (the strong mixing oeient) onverges to zero when the
distane between T1 and T2 tends to innity with T1 and T2 belonging to a
ertain lass of sets.
Remark 5. It is well known that
α(T1, T2) ≤ 1
2
β(T1, T2)
so that absolute regularity of the proess ξ implies α-mixing.
When d = 1, one usually hooses T1 = (−∞, 0] and T2 = [r,+∞) whereas
in the ase d ≥ 2, there are several sorts of sets to be onsidered. The results
we obtain in this paper when d ≥ 2 deal with quadrant domains as represented
on Figure 1 and enlosed ube domains as represented on Figure 2.
4.2 Upper bounds
4.2.1 Approah
In order to obtain upper bounds for the absolute regularity oeient β(T1, T2),
we approximate the restritions of ξ on T1 and T2 by two independent random
elds and apply the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let us onsider a random eld (η(x))x∈Rd and two disjoint subsets
T1 and T2 of R
d
. If there exists two random elds (η1(x))x∈Rd and (η2(x))x∈Rd
and two positive onstants δ1 and δ2 suh that:
• η1 and η2 are independent
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• P {ξ(x) = ηi(x), ∀x ∈ Ti} ≥ 1− δi for i = 1, 2.
then
β(T1, T2) ≤ 8 (δ1 + δ2).
Proof. Let us denote by P1 the distribution of the restrition ξ|T1 of ξ to T1, by
P2 the distribution of the restrition ξ|T2 of ξ to T2, by Q1 the distribution the
restrition η1|T1 of η1 to T1, and by Q2 the distribution of the restrition η2|T2
of η2 to T2. We have for i = 1, 2, that
‖Pi −Qi‖var ≤ 4δi.
Indeed, it is lear that
‖Pi −Qi‖var = 2 sup
A
|Pi(A)−Qi(A)|.
If we denote by Di the set {ξ(x) = ηi(x), ∀x ∈ Ti}, we obtain that
‖Pi −Qi‖var = 2 sup
A
|P({ξ|Ti ∈ A} ∩Dci )− P({ηi|Ti ∈ A} ∩Dci )|
and dedue that
‖Pi −Qi‖var ≤ 4P(Dci ).
Sine P(Di) ≥ 1− δi, we onlude that
‖Pi −Qi‖var ≤ 4 δi.
Now, we denote by P the distribution of ξ on T1∪T2 and Q the distribution
of η on T1 ∪ T2 with η dened as follows:
η(x) =
{
η1(x) x ∈ T1,
η2(x) x ∈ T2.
We have
P {ξ(x) = η(x), ∀x ∈ T1 ∪ T2} = P(D1 ∩D2).
But,
P(D1 ∩D2) = 1− P(Dc1 ∪Dc2) ≥ 1− P(Dc1)− P(Dc2)
and sine P(Di) ≥ 1− δi for i = 1, 2,
P {ξ(x) = η(x), ∀x ∈ T1 ∪ T2} ≥ 1− (δ1 + δ2).
We dedue by the same previous arguments that
‖P −Q‖var ≤ 4 (δ1 + δ2).
Finally, we have that
‖P −P1×P2‖var ≤ ‖P −Q‖var+ ‖Q−Q1×Q2‖var+ ‖Q1×Q2−P1×P2‖var.
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As η1 and η2 are independent,
‖Q −Q1 ×Q2‖var = 0.
Moreover,
‖P1 × P2 −Q1 ×Q2‖var ≤ ‖P1 −Q1‖var + ‖P2 −Q2‖var ≤ 4 (δ1 + δ2)
and
‖P −Q‖var ≤ 4 (δ1 + δ2).
Thus, we derive that
‖P − P1 × P2‖var ≤ 8 (δ1 + δ2). ✷
4.2.2 Dimension d = 1
Remind that in this ase T1 = (−∞, 0] and T2 = [r,+∞) and denote by β(r)
the oeient β(T1, T2).
Theorem 2. (d=1) If Assumtions 1)- 6) and 7a) are statised, the proess ξ
has the absolute regularity property and for all r > 0,
β(r) ≤ C1e−F (C2r),
where the onstants C1 and C2 an be hoosen suh that C1 = 16 and C2 =
1
2M .
We introdue for any subset T of R, the proess ξT dened as follows
ξT (x) = inf
g ∈ N
xg ∈ T
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd. (13)
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the two following lemmas.
Lemma 5. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 2, for all R > 0, we
have that
P
{
ξ(x) = ξ(−∞,MR](x), ∀x ≤ 0
} ≥ 1− e−F (R)
with ξ(−∞,MR] dened by relation (13) with T = (−∞,MR].
Proof. Let us show rst that
{ξ(0) ≤ R} ⊂ {ξ(x) = ξ(−∞,MR](x), ∀x ≤ 0}. (14)
Suppose that ξ(0) ≤ R and prove that
inf
g ∈ N
xg ≤ MR
Ag(x) ≤ inf
g ∈ N
xg > MR
Ag(x) ∀x ≤ 0. (15)
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For all g = (xg , tg) ∈ E suh that xg > MR, assumptions 1) and 5) leads to
Ag(0) ≥ tg + |xg|
M
> R.
Sine ξ(0) ≤ R, we then dedue that
ξ(0) = inf
g ∈ N
xg ≤MR
Ag(0).
Consequently, there exists g0 ∈ N suh that xg0 ≤ MR and Ag0(0) = ξ(0).
Hene A−g (0) > Ag0(0) , for all g = (xg, tg) ∈ N suh that xg > MR and we
dedue from Assumption 7a) that
Ag(x) ≥ Ag0(x) ∀x ≤ 0
and (15) follows. Sine
ξ(x) = min{ inf
g ∈ N
xg ≤MR
Ag(x), inf
g ∈ N
xg > MR
Ag(x)},
we derive that
ξ(x) = ξ(−∞,MR](x) ∀x ≤ 0
and (14) is then proved. Finally,
P
{
ξ(x) = ξ(−∞,MR](x), ∀x ≤ 0
} ≥ P {ξ(0) ≤ R}
and
P {ξ(0) ≤ R} ≥ 1− e−Λ(K0,R). ✷
Thanks to symmetry arguments, we derive the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 2, for all R > 0, we
have that
P
{
ξ(x) = ξ[MR,+∞)(x), ∀x ≥ 2MR
} ≥ 1− e−F (R)
where ξ[MR,+∞) is dened by relation (13) with T = [MR,+∞).
We turn bak to the demonstration of Theorem 2.
Proof. Let r be a positive real and onsider R suh that 2MR = r with M the
onstant of Assumption 5). Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 allow us to apply Lemma
4 with η1 = ξ(−∞,MR], η2 = ξ[MR,+∞), T1 = (−∞, 0], T2 = [2MR,+∞) and
δ1 = δ2 = e
−F (R)
. We obtain then that
β(r) ≤ 8 (δ1 + δ2) = 16 e−F ( r2M ). ✷
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4.2.3 Dimension d ≥ 2
We obtain rst an upper bound for the absolute regularity oeient in the
ase of two quadrants T1 and T2 whih are separated by a 2r-width band. As
the random eld ξ is homogeneous, we an hoose T1 =
∏d
i=1(−∞, 0] and T2 =∏d
i=1[ai,+∞). We denote by L1, (respetively L2) the hyperplane orthogonal to
e = 1√
d
(1, . . . , 1) and ontaining the point (0, . . . , 0) (respetively (a1, . . . , ad))
as represented on Figure 1 when d = 2. The distane between the hyperplanes
L1 and L2 equals 2r =< e, a >. Sine < e, a > is positive, we an introdue the
hyperplane L0 situated at equal distane between L1 and L2. Finally, we denote
by E1 (respetively E2) the open half-spae delimited by L0 and ontaining L1
(respetively L2).
E_2T_1
T_2
0
2r
(a_1,a_2)
L_1 L_0 L_2
E_1
Figure 1: Quadrant domains for d = 2
Theorem 3. (d ≥ 2) If Assumptions 1)- 9) are satised and T1 and T2 are the
quadrant domains previously desribed, then
β(T1, T2) ≤ 16
∞∑
k=1
kd−1e−F (C k), (16)
where F (t) is the measure of Kt, C =
2R
dH
, R = r
H
and H = 2(A+M) with A
and M the onstants of Assumptions 5) and 8).
Before proving the theorem we give an estimate of the majorant series in (16)
for two typial ases.
Example 2. If F (t) ≥ (d+δ) ln t− ln γ with δ, γ > 0, we have e−F (t) ≤ γ t−(d+δ)
and obtain a polynomial estimation of the sum:
∞∑
k=1
kd−1e−F (Ck) ≤ γ′C−(d+δ)
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with
γ′ = γ
∞∑
k=1
k−(1+δ).
Example 3. If we rather suppose that F (t) ≥ γ tδ − c with δ, γ, c > 0, then
e
−F (t) ≤ c1 e−γ tδ with c1 = ec. We derive a super-exponential estimation of the
sum: ∞∑
k=1
kd−1e−F (Ck) ≤ c2 e−γ Cδ ,
with
c2 = c1
∞∑
k=1
kd−1e−γ C
δ (kδ−1).
Proof. Let us now introdue for all r > 0 the following random elds:
η1r (x) = inf
g ∈ N
xg ∈ E1
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd, (17)
η2r (x) = inf
g ∈ N
xg ∈ E2
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd. (18)
For all R > 0, we denote by ξR the random eld dened as follows:
ξR(x) = inf
g ∈ N
|xg| ≤ R
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd. (19)
The proof is based on three lemmas.
Lemma 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, for all R > 0,
P(ξ(x) = ξHR(x), |x| ≤ R) ≥ 1− e−F (R)
with ξHR dened by equation (19).
Proof. We demonstrate that
{ξ(0) ≤ R} ⊂ {ξ(x) = ξ2(A+M)R(x), |x| ≤ R}.
Suppose that ξ(0) ≤ R and onsider g0 ∈ N suh that ξ(0) = Ag0(0). Thanks
to Assumption 5), we obtain that |xg0 | ≤MR. On the other hand, we introdue
g = (0, R) and dedue from the denition of ξ that
ξ(x) ≤ Ag0 (x) ∀x ∈ Rd.
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Sine g ∈ Lg0 , Assumption 6) leads to
Ag0(x) ≤ Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd.
Thus,
sup
|x|≤R
ξ(x) ≤ sup
|x|≤R
Ag(x).
Now for time
t = inf{s > R | dg(s) = 2R},
it is lear that
sup
|x|≤R
Ag(x) ≤ t
and from Assumption 8) we dedue that Dg(t) ≤ 2AR.
Let us onsider now a germ g1 suh that |xg1 | > 2(A + M)R. If tg1 ≥ t,
Assumption 2) implies that
Ag1(x) ≥ t ∀x ∈ Rd, |x| ≤ R.
If tg1 < t, then Assumptions 3), 8) and 9) lead to
Dg1(t) ≤ Dg1(R) +Dg(t).
But, assumption 5) implies that Dg1(R) ≤ 2MR and the time t is suh that
Dg(t) ≤ 2AR. Consequently,
Dg1(t) ≤ 2(A+M)R
and the rystals Cg(t) and Cg1(t) are disjoint. Thus,
Ag1(x) ≥ t ∀x ∈ Rd, |x| ≤ R.
So, we onlude that
ξ(x) = ξ2(A+M)R(x) ∀x ∈ Rd, |x| ≤ R. ✷
Lemma 8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, for all r > 0,
P{ξ(x) = η1r (x), x ∈ T1} ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm)
with η1r dened by (17), C =
2R
dH
, R = r
H
, H = 2(A+M).
Proof. We split the set T1 into d-dimentional ubes denoted by Dk, where for
all k = (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ (−N)d,
Dk =
d∏
i=1
[
2R√
d
(ki − 1), 2R√
d
(ki)].
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Eah ube Dk is entered in xk = (
R√
d
(2ki − 1))i=1...d and has diameter equal
to 2R. Remark also that the distane between xk and L1 equals lk with
lk = R + | <
2R√
d
k, e > | = R(1 + 2
d
|
d∑
i=1
ki|).
Denote by p the probability P(ξ(x) = ηr(x), x ∈ T1) and note that
p = P(
⋂
k∈(−N)d
Bk), (20)
with
Bk = {(ξ(x) = ηr(x), x ∈ Dk}.
From Lemma 7, we obtain for all a > 0 that
P(ξ(x) = ξB(xk,Ha)(x), |x− xk| ≤ a) ≥ 1− e−F (a),
where
ξB(xk,Ha)(x) = infg ∈ N
|xg − xk| ≤ aH
Ag(x).
We hoose a = R+
lk
H
. Hene, Dk ⊂ B(xk, a) and
{ξ(x) = ξB(xk,Ha)(x), |x− xk| ≤ a} ⊂ {ξ(x) = ξB(xk,Ha)(x), x ∈ Dk}.
Moreover B(xk, Ha) is inluded in the half-spae E1. Consequently,
{ξ(x) = ξB(xk,Ha)(x), x ∈ Dk} ⊂ {ξ(x) = η1r (x), x ∈ Dk}.
Denoting by pk the probability P(Bk), we nally obtain that
pk ≥ 1− e−F
(
R+
l
k
H
)
. (21)
On the other hand, equation (20) implies that
p = 1− P(
⋃
k∈(−N)d
Bc
k
).
From (21), we dedue that
p ≥ 1−
∑
k∈(−N)d
e
−F
(
R+
l
k
H
)
. (22)
Now, we obtain an upper bound for the sum in (22) as follows:
∑
k∈(−N)d e
−F
(
R+
l
k
H
)
=
∑∞
m=0#{k, |
∑d
i=1 ki| = m} e−F(R+
R
H
(1+ 2
d
m))
≤ ∑∞m=0(m+ 1)d−1e−F(R(1+ 1H (1+ 2dm))).
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Sine R
(
1 + 1
H
(1 + 2
d
m)
) ≥ C(m + 1) with C = 2R
dH
when d ≥ 2, we nally
derive that
p ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm). ✷
Symmetry arguments lead to the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, for all r > 0,
P(ξ(x) = η2r (x), x ∈ T2) ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm)
with η2r dened by (18), C =
2R
dH
, R = r
H
, H = 2(A+M).
We make use of these three lemma to nish the proof of Theorem 3. We apply
Lemma 4 thanks to Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 with η1 = η
r
1 , η2 = η
r
2 , δ1 = δ2 =∑∞
m=1m
d−1e−F (Cm) and T1, T2 the quadrant domains. We then have that
β(T1, T2) ≤ 8 (δ1 + δ2) = 16
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm). ✷
We give now an upper bound for the absolute regularity oeient β(T1, T2)
in the ase of enlosed ube domains separated by a 2r-width polygonal band. As
the random eld ξ is homogeneous, we onsider entered domains T1 = [−a, a]d
and T2 = ([−b, b]d)c as represented on Figure 2 for d = 2.
T_1
2r
0 a b
T_2
Figure 2: Sketh for d = 2
Theorem 4. (d ≥ 2) If Assumptions 1)-9) are satised and T1, T2 are the
enlosed domains previously desribed with b ≥ 2 (H − 1) a, then
β(T1, T2) ≤ 8 (1 + d 2d)
∞∑
k=1
kd−1e−F (C k),
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where F (t) is the measure of Kt, C =
2R
dH
, R = r
H
and H = 2(A+M) with A
and M the onstants of Assumptions 5) and 8).
The proof of Theorem 4 make use of the same kind of arguments as in the proof
of Theorem 3. Therefore, we intodue rst sets in order to dene the random
elds ηr1 and η
r
2 approximating ξ respetively on T1 and T2. Thus, we denote
by e1, . . . , ed the d vetors of the anonial base in R
d
and onsider the set
A = {α | (α1, . . . , αd), αi = ±1} whih ardinal equals #A = 2d. For all i, the
hyperplane e⊥i separates the set R
d
into two open half-spae Eǫi with ǫ = ±1
and ǫei ontained in E
ǫ
i . For all α ∈ A, we introdue the quadrant:
Zα =
d⋂
i=1
Eαii
and for all i = 1 . . . d the translated quadrant:
Zα,i = Zα  αi b ei. (23)
Observe that
T2 =
⋃
α∈A
d⋃
i=1
Zα,i.
On the other hand, let us dene for all α ∈ A, the normed vetor of Zα:
dα =
1√
d
d∑
i=1
αi ei.
To separate the sets T1 and T2 by a 2r-width polygonal band, the quantity
r = (b−2a)
√
d
4 must be positive. Thus, we assume that b ≥ 2a. In this ase, we
onsider the hyperplanes
L0α = d
⊥
α +
(b+2a)
√
d
4 dα
L2α = L
0
α + r dα = d
⊥
α +
b
2
√
d dα
L1α = L
0
α − r dα = d⊥α + a
√
d dα
as represented on Figure 3 for d = 2 and α = (1, 1).
We introdue now for all α in A the open half-spae S2α delimited by the hyper-
plane L0α and ontaining the quadrants Zα,i for i = 1 . . . d. At last, we onsider
the set S2 ontaining T2:
S2 =
⋂
α∈A
S2α.
Then, we introdue for all α ∈ A, the random eld:
ηα(x) = inf
g∈S2α
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd
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L_2
a b
2r
T_2
T_1
L_1
L_0
Figure 3: Sketh for d = 2
and approximate ξ on T2 by the following random eld:
ηr2(x) = inf
g∈S2
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd. (24)
Lemma 10. If Assumptions 1)-9) are satised, then
P {ξ(x) = ηr2(x), x ∈ T2} ≥ 1− d 2d
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm)
where C is the onstant of Theorem 4 and ηr2 is dened by (24).
Proof. As for all α ∈ A and all i = 1 . . . d the sets Zα,i dened by relation
(23) are quadrants inluded in S2α, ξ an be approximate by ηα on eah Zα,i by
Lemma 8 so that:
P {ξ(x) = ηα(x), ∀x ∈ Zα,i} ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm).
Sine,
ξ(x) ≤ ηr2(x) ≤ ηα(x), ∀x ∈ Rd
we dedue for all α ∈ A and all i = 1 . . . d that
P {ξ(x) = ηr2(x), ∀x ∈ Zα,i} ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm).
Finally, we derive that
P {ξ(x) = ηr2(x), x ∈ T2} ≥ 1− d 2d
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm). ✷
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We onsider now for all α in A, the open half-spae S1α = (S
2
α)
c\L0α. We
also introdue the intersetion
S1 =
⋂
α∈A
S1α
on whih ξ an be approximated by the following random eld:
ηr1(x) = inf
g∈S1
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd. (25)
Lemma 11. If Assumptions 1)-9) are satised with sets T1 and T2 suh that
b ≥ 2 (H − 1) a, then
P {ξ(x) = ηr1(x), x ∈ T1} ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm)
where C is the onstant of Theorem 4 and ηr1 is dened by (25).
Proof. We onsider the entered open ball B1 = B(0, a
√
d) inluded in T1 and
the ball B2 = B(0, a
√
d + r′) with r′ ≤ r so that B2 is ontained in S1. If we
denote by R the radius of B1 and assume that RH = a
√
d + r′ with H the
onstant of Theorem 4, we derive that
r′ = (H − 1) a
√
d ≤ r = (b − 2 a)
√
d
4
and nally that b must be suh that b ≥ 2 (H − 1) a. Sine A ≥ 1, it follows
that H ≥ 2 and b ≥ 2 a. We intodue the random elds ηB2 :
ηB2(x) = inf
g∈B2
Ag(x) ∀x ∈ Rd.
We remark that
ξ(x) ≤ ηr1(x) ≤ ηB2(x) ∀x ∈ Rd. (26)
But by Lemma 7,
P {ξ(x) = ηB2(x), ∀x ∈ B1} ≥ 1− e−F (R)
and from inequality (26)
P {ξ(x) = ηr1(x), ∀x ∈ B1} ≥ 1− e−F (R).
As B1 ⊂ T1, we also have that
{ξ(x) = ηr1(x), x ∈ B1} ⊂ {ξ(x) = ηr1(x), x ∈ T1}
and then
P {ξ(x) = ηr1(x), ∀x ∈ T1} ≥ 1− e−F (R).
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Finally, as H ≥ 2, R ≥ C with C = 2R
dH
and e−F (R) ≤ e−F (C). We note that
e−F (C) ≤∑∞m=1md−1e−F (Cm), hene
P {ξ(x) = ηr1(x), ∀x ∈ T1} ≥ 1−
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm). ✷
Proof (Theorem 4). We apply again Lemma 4 thanks to Lemma 10 and Lemma
11 with η1 = η
r
1 , η2 = η
r
2 , δ1 =
∑∞
m=1m
d−1e−F (Cm), δ2 = d 2d δ1 and T1, T2
the enlosed domains. We then have that
β(T1, T2) ≤ 8 (δ1 + δ2) = 8 (1 + d 2d)
∞∑
m=1
md−1e−F (Cm). ✷
4.3 Lower bounds
In onlusion we give a lower bound of β-oeient in the ontext of Examples
2 and 3 whih are of the same type as the upper ones. It shows that the upper
bounds in Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are suiently preise.
Let the dimension d = 1. We hoose A = {ξ(0) > a} and B = {ξ(x) > a}
with |x| = r. It is lear that
β(r) ≥ 2|P(A ∩B)− P(A)P(B)|. (27)
Sine ξ is spae homogeneous, we obtain that
P(A) = P(B) = P {N ∩Ka = ∅}
= e−F (a).
To ompute P(A∩B), we assume that there exists τ > 0 suh that for all t large
enough,
Kt ∩ (Kt + h) ⊂ K(1+τ) t ∀h ∈ Rd, |h| ≤ τt.
Under this assumption,
P(A ∩B) = P {N ∩Ka = ∅, N ∩ (Ka + x) = ∅}
≥ P{N ∩K(1+τ)a = ∅}
= e−F ((1+τ) a).
We hoose, r = δ a so that
β(r) ≥
∣∣∣e−2F( rτ ) − e−F( (1+τ)τ r)∣∣∣ (28)
We ompute the minoration term in inequality (28) for the two examples. In
the ase of Example 2 where F (t) = (d + δ) ln(t) − ln(γ) with δ, γ > 0, we
obtain that
e−2F(
r
τ ) = γ2τ2 (d+δ)r−2 (d+δ)
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and
e−F(
(1+τ)
τ
r) = γ
(
τ
τ + 1
)d+δ
r−(d+δ).
Thus, for r suiently large,
β(r) ≥ κ1r−(d+δ)
with κ1 > 0. For Example 3 where F (t) = γ t
δ − c with γ, δ,, c > 0, we derive
that
e−2F(
r
τ ) = e2 ce−
2 γ
τδ
rδ
and
e−F(
(1+τ)
τ
r) = ece−
γ (1+τ)δ
τδ
rδ
.
Finally, if τ < 2
1
δ − 1, then for r suiently large,
β(r) ≥ κ2e−γ(
1+τ
τ )
δ
rδ
with κ2 > 0.
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